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Software engineers who want to migrate existing applications from fully connected environments to mobile environments face a significant problem in obtaining and maintaining network connectivity. In fully connected environments, connectivity is static and permanently established through wired networks. Applications simply “assume” that they are online continuously. This assumption is clearly invalid in mobile environments that use wireless connections. While decreases in computer size and cost have made it more practical to use a portable computer as a mobile workstation, and advances in wireless technologies have made it possible to access networks outside the reach of wired connections, the development of software for use in a mobile environment has lagged behind these technologies. In general, support for mobile computing is poorly integrated in operating systems and network software.

In this article, we discuss some of these problems. We then describe a wireless design of a communication layer for mobile computing that dynamically adapts to changes in network connections.
laboration between researchers at the University of Copenhagen in Denmark and the University of Minho in Portugal. The AMIGOS project provides transparent support for semiconnected operations on mobile computers running a standard operating system; the project home page is at http://www.econ.cbs.dk/people/birger/AMIGOS/.

DESIGN OVERVIEW

Briefly, our design lets a mobile user connect a mobile host to a LAN, then disconnect the host from it. The user then can reconnect, for example, via a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) cellular modem without losing TCP/IP connections. We want to allow existing TCP/IP-based applications to be used unchanged. Users can work with their laptops virtually continuously. At the office, the laptop connects to the office LAN via a PC card LAN adapter. After work, users board their train or climb into their car, pop in a GSM PC card, and continue working. (This applies to most applications; obvious exceptions include backup or printer spooling, which are a waste of the expensive GSM phone connection.) Once at home, the user can pop out the GSM PC card and replace it with a PC card modem, still without service interruptions. However, because the phone line is cheaper and faster than the cellular connection, printer spooling would be allowed although backup would not be.

Our design addresses mobile systems that consist of a number of mobile hosts (laptops) and at least one stationary host, which provides support for the mobile hosts. Figure 1 shows the stationary support host, or mobility support gateway. A mobile host may either connect by dial-up serial links, via the gateway (cellular GSM or ordinary telephone links), or directly connect to a LAN. We assume that normal use of the mobile host would be as a workstation but that it can sometimes be mobile.

To let the mobile host move freely, our communication layer hides the complexity of using and switching between different means of communication. It also supports disconnected operation and makes packet scheduling possible on low-bandwidth communication channels. The communication layer thus adapts to different underlying media. Because our goal is to support existing applications that are migrated to mobile environments, we have limited our work to TCP/IP-based applications.

WIRELESS TCP PROBLEMS

Other research has used TCP/IP atop wireless links to provide mobile connections. A key problem is the generally inferior quality of wireless links to that of wired links, resulting in higher packet loss probability.

Packet Loss and Congestion

Wireless network connections for mobile hosts let the mobile host move freely. Because wireless network quality varies considerably over time, however, protocols supporting reliable data transport, such as TCP, may experience a performance loss. When used on links with drop-outs and periods of heavy noise, TCP interprets the cause of packet loss as network congestion and initiates congestion control. This, together with TCP’s retransmission policy, can seriously degrade throughput.1,2
The data service provided by GSM includes support for the Radio Link Protocol, which provides reliable transmission on the wireless part of a serial GSM link. RLP reduces actual packet loss to a level comparable to ordinary telephone lines, but RLP may delay packet delivery due to data-link-level retransmission. The TCP layer will also interpret these delays as packet loss and thus will initiate congestion control as just described.

**Fast Retransmission**

Cáceres and Iftode\(^1\) focused on improving the usability of interactive applications by reducing the data transmission pauses introduced by the hand-offs between wireless transmitters. They did so by forcing the TCP layer to retransmit IP packets as soon as each hand-off completed. Such retransmissions trigger the fast retransmission procedure, which is a part of most contemporary TCP implementations. This approach requires only a few modifications to the network protocol layer, but it does not ameliorate spurious transmission errors or the effect of erroneously instigated congestion control.

**Split TCP Connections**

To isolate the troublesome wireless link, Bakre and Badrinath\(^2,3\) suggested using a split (also called indirect) connection. Other researchers have also adopted this approach,\(^4,5\) which splits the TCP connection into two: one connection for the wired network, one for the wireless network. The data transfer may thus proceed independently on both. The wired network connection uses the ordinary TCP protocol, allowing communication with stationary hosts using a regular TCP/IP stack. The wireless link connection uses either a modified TCP protocol or a special-purpose protocol optimized for wireless data transfer, which improves performance.

Such improvement comes at the cost of increased latency and buffer requirements. Furthermore, splitting the TCP connection makes it more vulnerable to errors or a crash at the intermediate host.

**IP Packet Caching**

Another approach can isolate the data transfer on the wired path of a TCP connection from the effects of packet loss on the wireless link. This involves the insertion of an IP layer-caching mechanism between the wired and the wireless network.\(^6\) As most packets are lost on the wireless link, IP packet caching is most useful when the data flow is directed from a stationary to a mobile host. The idea behind IP packet caching at the base station is to perform local retransmissions on the connection's wireless part without affecting the sender. In this way, packet loss on the wireless link—which is not caused by congestion—does not trigger the congestion avoidance-and-control mechanism at the sending host.

To improve transmission performance from a mobile host, the monitor detects packet loss on the wireless link and sends negative acknowledgments to the mobile host. This reduces the time before packets are retransmitted, especially if several packets are lost.

**DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

We based the design of our communication layer on five major considerations, described here.

**Communication Model**

In our model, a mobile host has three operational modes: connected to the LAN, connected to the mobility support gateway via a serial link, and disconnected. In the first mode, we refer to the mobile host as fixed. In the latter two modes, we refer to the mobile host as roaming.

A fixed mobile host functions as a normal stationary host. A roaming mobile host requires special support. The troubles facing a roaming mobile host include wireless links with largely variable quality, which practically guarantees packet loss; periods of disconnection; and changes in point-of-attachment to the network. Our design addresses all these problems.

**Disconnected Operation**

Our design must also let a mobile host remain disconnected for an extended period of time without jeopardizing its network connections. Note that not all types of applications benefit from keeping the network connection during the period of disconnectivity. If the cost of redoing the work done by the application using the network connection is small, if the number of resources reserved by the application at both ends of the connection is large, and if the application is unlikely to be used while the mobile host is roaming, then it would be a waste of resources to keep the network connection open. We currently do not support this differentiation in the ways applications use network connections, but extending our design to do so is certainly possible.

With TCP, the primary problem during disconnected operation is that the TCP connection may be closed down by a connection time-out. A TCP connection's endpoint may terminate the connection in two cases:

- One or more packets have been retransmitted several times without receiving an acknowledgment.
- Keep-alive probes, which are sent on idle connections at regular (commonly, two-hour) intervals, remain unacknowledged.

Terminating the TCP connection is not always appropriate in a mobile environment, because we want to maintain the TCP connection across interruptions of the underlying data link. We can avoid undesired terminations by means of a split
makes it possible to insert and remove the proxy endpoints without changing the state of the real endpoints. In this way, the TCP connection at the mobile host can be switched dynamically between the point-to-point and triple-point connections. This improves performance in the case where the mobile host is in the fixed state, compared with the previously mentioned split-TCP connection approaches that always incur the extra overhead of double connections.

A split-TCP connection approach gives us the option of using a special-purpose protocol for use on the serial link. Measurements have shown that special-purpose protocols only moderately improve performance, compared to regular TCP, when used on wireless-link connections only. As a result, we decided to use TCP/IP with point-to-point protocol (PPP) as the serial-link protocol. This also lets us apply the same TCP, UDP, and IP layers on the mobile host, both when fixed and when roaming.

PPP includes TCP/IP header compression, which reduces the overhead to an acceptable level on the serial links. To cope with disconnects, our design modifies the TCP layers of the mobile host and the mobility support gateway. This allows the TCP timers of the wireless link connection to be suspended while the mobile host is disconnected, which prevents time-outs.

The additional copying and buffering caused by the mobility support gateway introduces extra communication overhead. Because the serial links have substantial round-trip times (hundreds of milliseconds), however, the extra overhead is insignificant.

Figure 3 summarizes the communication model, where TCP is our modified TCP layer. This figure shows how we modified the mobile host protocol stack and both sides of the mobility support gateway protocol stack to enable the synchronization described later. Our Transparent Communication (TACO) layer handles packet scheduling and serial-link management.

Mobile Hosts on the Move
Supporting mobile hosts in TCP/IP-based networks means facing the problem of supporting host migration between different IP networks. The network-address-based hierarchical routing employed by most IP networks makes it very inconvenient for a mobile host to keep its original IP address. When moving to a new IP network, the mobile host very likely uses a different network address than it had on the previous IP network, thereby making the routing of packets to the mobile host difficult. Conversely, if a mobile host changes its IP address after migration, IP packets from the host’s existing network connections will not be routed to the mobile host.

The early 1990s saw several solutions proposed for sup-
porting mobile hosts in IP-based networks. One of the earliest was the Mobile*IP9,10 (also known as Columbia Mobile IP). The main drawback of their widely used approach was its lack of scalability—it supported only campuswide mobility.

Recently, the IETF completed the Mobile IP scheme11—the current standard for supporting mobile hosts in IP networks. This scheme solves the routing problem through a level of indirection. In the home network of the mobile host, a home agent is responsible for forwarding IP packets for the mobile host to the mobile host's current location. When a mobile host connects to a foreign network—that is, to a LAN other than the home LAN—it must establish contact with a foreign agent belonging to that network. This foreign agent informs the home agent of the mobile host's new location. In some cases, the mobile host may function as its own foreign agent. The mobile host is free to send IP packets directly to any host, but packets to the mobile host must travel through the home agent. To eliminate the home agent route, the IETF is extending the Mobile IP protocol to optimize the path taken by IP packets to the mobile host.12

TCP Connection Transfer
When the mobile host goes from fixed to roaming, the following disconnect procedure inserts the proxy endpoints of the center. The mobile host freezes its TCP connections and transfers their states to the mobility support gateway. These states initialize the proxy endpoints at the gateway. The mobile host then redirects the mobile host's IP packets to the gateway, and the gateway restarts the mobile host's TCP connections. The mobility support gateway now assumes responsibility for the mobile host's TCP connections on the wired network. This process of reintroducing a disconnected stateful entity is similar to the process of performing a membership change in group communication systems as described by Birman.14

When the mobile host goes from roaming to fixed, it connects directly to the home network, and informs the mobility support gateway of its presence. The mobile host and the gateway then must synchronize the states of the TCP connections. If the gateway has buffered packets, these must be delivered and acknowledged by their destinations before the connections' center point can be removed. The gateway
enter a synchronization mode in which the proxy endpoints send packets but accept only acknowledgments. The gateway discards all data arriving in new packets. When the buffers at the gateway are empty, the real endpoints of the TCP connections are in a consistent state. This is because all packets that one endpoint believes to be acknowledged actually have been acknowledged by the peer. Finally, the mobile host redirects the IP packets to itself, and the mobile host again functions as a fully connected workstation.

Our design uses a simple tunneling mechanism during the connect and disconnect phases. This lets the mobile host use TCP/IP protocols for the communication described earlier without interference from IP packet redirection and TCP connection freezing.

**Packet Scheduling**

Bandwidth is scarce when a user dials up a serial link for data transmission. For one thing, bandwidth provided by serial interfaces is an order of magnitude less than that provided by LAN interfaces. Moreover, the cost of communication and the availability of physical connections limit the time during which a serial interface may be kept connected.

The objective of packet scheduling is partly to ensure that the most important data are sent first, partly to ensure that transmissions are cost-effective. The idea is to send the highest priority packets first, then to delay the transmission of lower priority packets. The delay continues until the packets cannot wait any longer or until the underlying connection medium is switched to a faster, cheaper medium. The approach we discuss now relies on the packet scheduling design in our TACO layer. The packets are sent between the mobile host and the mobility support gateway, based on information about priority and latency requirements.

**Interface Profiles**

TACO needs a set of transmission requirements for each application. Typically, users (or the person installing the application on the laptop) provide these.

TACO recognizes an application by its transmission endpoint (TEP), which is merely the tuple (IP address, protocol type, port number). We require the following information for each TEP:

- Minimum required bandwidth (MRB).
- Maximum latency (ML).
- Maximum cost per minute (MCM).
- Minimum idle time before disconnect (MIT).
- Preferable maximum time before connect (PTC).

The first three items are an interface profile. Each communication interface known to the system, for example, GSM modem, ordinary modem, and Ethernet, has such a profile, based on the respective interface's technical specifications. (Future interfaces may have different profiles.) The last two items provide additional information about the TEP and determine, for example, when to establish and shut down a physical link.

**Two-Level Scheduling**

The applications running on the mobile host may include a mix of applications designed for mobile computing and applications totally unaware of changes in the underlying media. As a result, we propose using packet scheduling both at the system level and at the application level. System-level scheduling arbitrates the (possibly scarce) transmission resources among competing applications, whereas application-level scheduling lets the application adapt to changes in resources.

Essentially, interface profiles avoid choking low-bandwidth connections with data that could just as soon wait until later. TACO may even shut down expensive cellular connections despite the presence of unsent packets, if those packets are of lower priority. For example, these would include those packets to be transmitted only at a low cost per minute. Lower priority applications may easily experience longer periods of disconnection than higher priority applications.

Note that we do not modify any application code; we merely need to set up appropriate interface profiles for each application.

**Scheduling Implementation**

System-level scheduling is based on three data structures: a wait queue, an active set, and a pending set. A queue in one of these structures represents each active TEP. TACO appends any packets sent to the corresponding TEP queue. If no queue is associated with the TEP in any of the data structures, TACO will create a new queue and place it in a structure, depending on the TEP's requirements.

**Wait Queue**. TACO places any new TEP queue here, whenever PTC is greater than zero. It remains here until the timer value reaches zero. When a time-out occurs, TACO moves the corresponding TEP queue to either the active set or the pending set. The location depends on whether or not the items 1 through 3 of the requirements match the current interface profile. If the requirements match, TACO moves the queue to the active set structure; otherwise, the queue is moved to the pending set.
Active Set. Any TEP queue, where PTC equals zero, will stay in the active set as long as the queue is nonempty and MIT is greater than zero. When an MIT time-out occurs, TACO deletes the corresponding empty TEP queue from the active set. If an interface profile changes, TACO moves any queues, where items 1 through 3 of the related requirements do not match the new profile, to the pending set. TACO sets a physical link's idle timer to the maximum MIT among TEPs in the active set, which is adjusted as the active set changes.

Pending Set. Any TEP queue, where PTC equals zero, and the items 1 through 3 of the related requirements set do not match the interface profile, will appear in the pending set. In case a change in interface profile occurs, TACO moves any queues, where items 1 through 3 of the related requirements do match the new interface profile, to the active set.

Because link requirements are associated with TEPs rather than packets, all packets sent on a given TEP will have identical link requirements. This means that within TEP, packets can be scheduled on a simple FIFO basis. Round-robin TEP scheduling in the active set allows a TEP, which is granted access to the communication interface, to send one packet only from its associated data queue. This ensures that no TEP experiences starvation, but bandwidth is not necessarily divided equally among TEPs, as packets from various TEP queues may differ in size.

When an active set is no longer empty, TACO establishes a physical network link. The link is broken when the physical link's idle timer generates a time-out. Involuntary disconnects cause attempts to reconnect whenever the interface profile matches the requirements of at least one of the TEPs in either the active or the pending set. The reason for searching the pending set is that disconnects might occur due to a change of interface.

The system will use spare bandwidth by transmitting packets from any transmission endpoint, from either the wait queue or the pending set.

Application-Level Scheduling
Dynamic application-level adaptation lets individual applications adapt to their environment, which is beneficial in several ways. Dynamic adaptation can reduce the data transfer rates of individual applications to match the available link. This lessens the burden on the system-level packet scheduler, if not making it altogether superfluous. Such adaptation can minimize the data actually transmitted, because applications may prevent stale data from being transferred to the communication layer. If, for example, no communication interface is present and an application wants to send updates to a server, later updates may overwrite earlier ones and thus waste bandwidth. If, instead, the application waits until the updates actually can be delivered, then only the latest, valid ones must be transmitted.

Our design's approach to application-level adaptation is that applications may request notification when a certain link quality is available. The application specifies, through a system call, the link quality threshold to generate a notification. When the quality deviates from the threshold, TACO notifies the application. This lets applications adapt to changes without having each application implementing a link quality monitoring system.

Note that our design does not guarantee that an application may use the available resource exclusively. Numerous applications may be notified that a resource's availability has crossed a certain threshold. If all applications try to acquire the resource, the resource's availability as seen by the individual application possibly no longer exceeds the specified threshold. Applications requesting the same type of interface may thus still compete for the available resources.

Our approach resembles the one taken by Brian Noble and colleagues in their design of Odyssey, but where ours focuses on network connections, theirs is more general. Odyssey can work with different types of system resources, with different characteristics and different operations performed on them. Odyssey consists of two components: wardens handle the operations specific for a single type, and the viceroy takes care of the centralized resource management. Applications that want to use these facilities do it through a special system interface. They do not thereby have system-level scheduling, which prevents nonadapting applications from using system resources.

Packet-Scheduling Summary
Our design has a simple scheduling mechanism that provides both system-level scheduling and application-level scheduling. The specification of link requirements is a natural way to state...
an application's communications needs, perhaps with the exception of the PTC. The main disadvantage of our scheduling approach is that it is packet based, which means that bandwidth may not be divided equally among the active queues.

**TACO IMPLEMENTATION**

We built a prototype of our communication layer design around the Linux 1.1.12 operating system. The prototype shows our technical design's viability and gave us experience with packet scheduling complexities. In this section we discuss several experiments we performed. We performed them on a stationary 60-MHz Pentium PC as the mobility support gateway and a 75-MHz Pentium notebook PC as a mobile host. The mobile host could connect by 10-Mbps Ethernet, by 14,400-bps ordinary telephone connection, or by wireless 9,600-bps GSM data connection. We measured the effects of both the TACO layer and of packet scheduling on network performance.

To evaluate the TACO layer, when the mobile host connects directly to the fixed network, we measured the round-trip time of TCP packets between the mobile host and the mobility support gateway. We did this with three different configurations. One had the TACO layer installed in neither host; one had it installed in only the mobile host; and one had it installed only in the mobility support gateway. As Figure 4 shows, the overhead contribution from the TACO layer is negligible when directly connected to a fixed network.

To evaluate packet scheduling, we measured the round-trip time of TCP packets between the mobile host and the mobility support gateway when connected by a 14,400-bps modem. To analyze how the scheduling dealt with multiple, concurrent connections, we used one, four, or sixteen concurrent applications. As Figure 5 shows, the overhead increases substantially with an increase in concurrent applications. This is particularly true for the larger, 64-byte packets, which cause a substantially longer round-trip time when using sixteen concurrent applications.

A key reason for using system-level scheduling is to maximize the use of the currently available connection. We thus conducted an experiment where a high-priority interactive UDP application competed with a low-priority TCP bulk transfer application. We conducted the tests between the mobile host and the mobility support gateway, which were connected by a 14,400-bps modem.

We expected the experiment to show minimal effects of the bulk transfer. As Figure 6 shows, this was not the case. With a low-priority bulk transfer running together with our round-trip time measurements, the round-trip time increased sharply. We tracked this down to a problem concerning buffering in the serial link driver. The TACO layer cannot distinguish between a packet transmitted on the serial link and a packet buffered in the serial link driver. Consequently, the buffer in the serial link driver filled with packets from the bulk transfer application as soon as there were no queued packets from the interactive session.

The primary use of the TCP timer-disabling mechanism is to eliminate TCP connection time-outs during periods of disconnected operation. In our experiments, a side effect of the retransmit timer's disabling was that we avoided the retransmission time-outs and the exponential back-off of the retransmission timer. This made the data transfer proceed faster when a connection was reestablished.

Disconnects rarely happen on modem links but regularly occur on cellular GSM data links. We thus tested the effects of disconnects on bulk transfer connections on a GSM data link. The GSM link was forced to disconnect twice (after one minute, then after three) during a TCP bulk data transfer that would take approximately three minutes to complete without disconnects. It took between 60 and 90 seconds to reconnect after each of the forced disconnects. This was primarily due to the long connect times of a GSM link (typically on the order of one-half to one minute). As Figure 7 shows, the timer disabling generally provides a slight improvement in throughput compared to regular TCP, but we also see that the worst case of the regular TCP connection is considerably worse.

As our experiments indicated, we achieved only some of our goals with this prototype. Clearly, the implementation of pack-
et scheduling needs to be improved, but at the same time the prototype shows that it is possible to provide dynamic adaptation when switching between being fully connected through a fixed network and an intermittent, wireless network.

**CONCLUSION**

The major advantage of our design is that many existing applications (for example, those using TCP/IP) can be used unchanged in weakly connected mobile environments. This functionality comes at a reasonable price—communication is slightly slower; however, in most cases this is not a problem because most mobile hosts use low-bandwidth media.

It might seem a bit late to focus on very low-bandwidth media. However, low-bandwidth media will also exist in the future, even though what constitutes low bandwidth will change. Today 10 Kbps is very low bandwidth; in a couple of years, 100 Kbps will be. As applications evolve to require more bandwidth for multimedia transmissions and so on, better quality of Service will always be more expensive and sometimes so expensive that it becomes acceptable to stay with cheaper media. Hence, the work presented in this article will remain viable as long as different ranges of bandwidth exist.

We expect to extend TACO with support for several new network/link types, such as wireless LAN. However, these extensions will not alter our design, which is prepared for new link types. Integration with Mobile IP could solve the problems of connecting to a foreign LAN in the case when the foreign LAN is connected to the home LAN.

Other major future work includes support for protocols other than TCP/IP with focus on real-time and resource reservation techniques needed for multimedia streams.
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